
Testimonials?

How about
Proof!

Doctors said, "It's impossible!" It's not impossible; seeing is believing...
Bones set without pins and surgery  -   a holistic miracle!

*The x-ray copies shown here are real in every pertinent sense of the word.

The patient is a four-year-old girl.  The injury resulted from an automobile accident.  Her legs were broken 
square in two and split down the middle.  The mother called Dr. West just a few hours before the surgery was to 
be performed.  Dr. West says, "We turned on the "Eight Power Plants" inside the body that took seventeen 
years and one and a half million dollars to learn about.  The energy generated by these "Power Plants" 
activated her God-given Lymphatic System to pull dead cells, poisons, and excess fluid out of the tissue spaces 
(eliminated swelling).  This allowed the oxygen to get from the blood-stream to the cells and turn on the pumps 
in the cells of her damaged legs.  The pumps were able to generate the power that the muscles needed to relax 
and the bones were pulled back into place by the renewed state.  WITH THIS NEW HEALING TECHNOLOGY, 
THE BONES WERE PERFECTLY SET WITHOUT SURGERY AND PINS.  In less than two months her legs

We have used the same process to heal many other parts of the body as well!
Here is another verifiable example:

*  An eleven months old baby boy in Pennsylvania had fallen into a septic tank and remained submerged for 
approximately ten minutes.  By the time he was found the baby had suffered blindness and apparent brain damage.  
After two weeks in the hospital the doctors said this little boy would be blind and just a vegetable the rest of his life.  
However, the family was an amish family who had the video tapes and had attended the lectures that are contained in 
the six-two hour video tapes and they had familiarized themselves with the research and the techniques sufficiently 
that they had the faith to go to work on that little boy for five straight days.  Within five days they had the eyesight 
restored and there was absolutely no brain damage.  That baby boy had been restored to perfect health! 
Even though we have had thousands of testimonials it has been our experience that testimonials aren't as powerful as the following:

This formula is worth millions of dollars!  These four words give us a lanuage that even an eight year old can old 
can understand...and nobody can deny it.  I've placed a circle around pumps because that stands for a cell.  That 
could be your eye cells, the brain cells, the heart cells, muscle cells, pancreas cells, white blood cells - whatever.  
Every cell has a pump in it.  If the pumps work your alive, if they don't your dead.  It takes oxygen to make them 
work!  So why do you die in just a few minutes without oxygen?  Look at the formula - because the pumps don't 
work!  These pumps generate electricity and they aren't being talked about anywhere else on the planet.  This is 
why we know how to heal and nobody else does.  They don't know why people die so they don't know why 
people have disease and all they do is treat.  Why do you have a disease?  They are naming the disease 
according to where the pumps are shutting off.  If the pumps shut off in the eyes - you go blind.  In the brain you 
go senile.  In the heart you have a heart attack.  If the pumps don't work in the muscles they shrivel up in lack of 
oxygen and they go into m.s., polio, cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy, migraine headaches, lower back 
problems or whatever.  If the pumps don't work in the pancreas you have diabetes.  If the pumps don't work in 
the white blood cells you get cancer and all the viruses.  With this knowledge the name of the degenerative 
diseases have no importance.  Now, in just four simple words we can teach where the power comes from!  It's 
priceless!  AND we have learned how to get oxygen to the cells in every part of your body to turn these pumps 
on and convert it to electricity.  What you get is... HEALING POWER!     

Oxygen = Pumps = Electricity = PowerTM
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became totally healed!


